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Bürstner's new developments of caravan model range for 2023 

The most important changes are the caravan model range Premio and Premio 
Plus facelifts, as well as a Bürstner app for monitoring the Averso Plus. 

Kehl. Bürstner is dedicating the upcoming season to model redesigns.  The Premio 
and Premio Plus have been given a facelift, and the digital app "My Bürstner", which 
makes it possible to keep an eye on important vehicle data via a smartphone, will 
now be offered from the Averso Plus model range onwards. 

New: Entry-level model range Premio Life with a Knott chassis 

The Knott chassis is a new addition to the entry-level caravan Premio Life. It is 
equipped with stabilisers with a load capacity of up to 1,000 kg as a standard 
feature, as well as a cover for the hitch damper. Optional extras are the new 
stabilisation system ETS Plus, the new trailer control system, and a hitch cover. In 
future, the entire model range will be equipped with compressor refrigerators, and 
the 490 TK layout has been redesigned and can now be ordered with a 142 l 
compressor refrigerator. Furthermore, the lower bunk bed is a folding bed and 
optimises the access to the garage below. In combination with an optional third bunk 
bed on top, the optimum utilisation of the available space creates up to seven berths 
in a layout with an overall length of only 714 cm. 

Facelift for the Premio and the Premio Plus 

These model ranges represent the mid-range price segment, and their interiors have 
been completely redesigned. The Brava furniture finish can now be combined with 
four high-quality upholstery fabric versions. In the Premio model range, the offer has 
now been extended from nine to ten layouts with the addition of the new 455 TS, a 
compact touring caravan with a double bed and a cosy curved lounge. The new, 
optionally available Comfort Shower Pack creates a shower cabin that measures 
approx. 67 x 60cm with shower panels, a shower cabin door and a valve, hose and 
handset.  

Averso Plus now comes with the "My Bürstner" information app as a standard 
feature  



From the Averso Plus model range onwards, Bürstner makes it possible to monitor 
various charge levels via smartphone for the first time. Sensors for monitoring the 
voltmeter, for example, are standard integrated features. Other functional features 
such as being able to monitor the water level and the habitation temperature, check 
whether the windows are closed or ensure that the tow weight is not exceeded are 
optional offers. The system can be extended with various individual sensors. The 
System Information Unit (SIU) transmits the data to the "My Bürstner" app, which is 
useful for the owner.  All they have to do is to simply install the "My Bürstner" app on 
a smartphone (iOS + Android). 

 

These new features will be offered from the 2023 season onwards and will be on 
show for the first time at the Caravan Salon 2022 in Düsseldorf in Hall 6 at stand 
D03. 

 

***END*** 

 

 



 

Bürstner on social networks 

  

 

Bürstner GmbH & Co. KG 

Bürstner is a brand in the mainstream segment that manufactures motorhomes, caravans and 
vans. Bürstner is particularly known for harmonious living ideas, functionality and living comfort 
with a contemporary look. Bürstner GmbH & Co. KG is based in Kehl, Germany, with a second 
production facility in Wissembourg (France/Alsace), and is part of the Erwin Hymer Group. 
Further information is also available at https://www.buerstner.com/ 

 

Erwin Hymer Group 
The Erwin Hymer Group is a 100 percent subsidiary of THOR Industries, one of the world's leading 
manufacturers of recreational vehicles with more than 31,000 employees worldwide. The Erwin 
Hymer Group unites motorhome and caravan manufacturers as well as motorhome and caravan 
accessory specialists, hire and financing services under one roof. The motorhome and caravan brands 
Buccaneer, Bürstner, Carado, Crosscamp, Compass, Dethleffs, Elddis, Eriba, Etrusco, Hymer, Laika, 
LMC, Niesmann+Bischoff, Sunlight and Xplore, the motorhome rental companies Crossrent, McRent 
and rent easy, and also the chassis specialist Goldschmitt, the accessories specialist Movera and the 
touring portal freeontour all belong to the Erwin Hymer Group. Further information is provided at 
www.erwinhymergroup.com. 

 

For detailed information & explanations on all weight and seating specifications, please refer to 
our sales documents, our website, our configurator or contact our brand dealer. If you have any 
specific questions, please contact us directly: 
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